Common College Essay Formats
and Their Citation Styles
Most of the time, essay format is not a sudden idea by essay writer but it comes from some reasons.
According to most research findings, people want to know how to write essays in order to help
themselves achieve good grades. Generally speaking, there are two main types of essay formats: formal
and informal. The purpose of using different essay format styles for students is to show that they have
mastered the writing skills required by the educational level.
They should be able to transmit profound knowledge and understanding through an effective structure of
their essays. As a writer, you also need a certain amount of practice with certain formats before you can
master them so that your ability will only improve further in the future tense.

On this topic “how to write an essay?”, you will get some useful tips on how to write my paper or an
essay which is also commonly known as writing essays from our experts in the academic field.
For students who want to learn how to write an essay – Check out a good private tutor in your area

Using formal and informal essay formats
First of all, formal and informal words represent two different levels of language used by people.
Specifically, formal words are those that are used for business documentations or school assignments
while the informal ones are often seen during conversations with friends or family members. Formal
English has stricter grammatical rules than informal English. So when communicating with someone at
work or school, it is important for us to use more formal English because it sounds professional and

serious; on the contrary, informal English is used in a friendly way such as talking with your friends or
family members. The formal essay format has a more organized structure.
If you are not familiar with the formal essay format, then you can take this opportunity to learn how to
write an essay in a more professional way because there is always something new for students. Usually,
an official paper begins with title pages, followed by the abstract page and introduction body. Then
comes the main content section where more supporting details can be given after that the conclusion
leaves some impression on readers’ minds. A bonus tip from our experienced writers: The layout of your
document does count as well!
Many people are concerned about how to get their papers written within only one hour? If you want to
buy custom essay online, then please see [this page] . Motivation itself plays a lot of important roles in
our daily lives and it's very significant when you want to write my essay and you have an outstanding
academic life.

Follow these steps to design a formal essay:
First, write the title page with your name and course assignment number. Then you can add some of
these sections in your paper: Committee Approval Page, Abstract Page, Dedication/Acknowledgements,
Table of Contents or TOC (for college-level papers), Introduction section (where you will introduce this
topic in detail) Body paragraphs (with specific details about each main idea) Conclusion section to
summarize the thesis statement within only one paragraph If there is anything missing in your paper
such as graphs or diagrams then please contact our friendly customer service. *Note that all pages must
be numbered following APA style rule if you are writing an essay on an assigned topic for school or
college students.

Here goes how to write an informal essay:
An informal write my essay is written just like an ordinary letter while following a friendly and relaxed
tone. It lacks the same formal structure, but students can get more freedom to express their ideas than
they would have with a formal paper. The only difference between your essay and a friendly letter is that
you will need to use some academic words in order to show that you are knowledgeable in this domain
without making it sound too awkward or stiff. Before you start writing one, please check out our tips for
writing an informal essay below: Tips for Writing Informal Essays
A good hook sentence (which will attract readers’ attention) follows after the greeting section at the
beginning of your paper.
You can write an introductory paragraph by providing a good thesis statement related to the topic. There
is no need to use formal language in this section as it is only used for greeting the readers and
introducing your paper. As a result, you will be able to create a more friendly and informal tone;
however, if there are any quotations, then please make sure they are cited according to APA style rule.
To learn more about how to cite sources in APA format, please click here . For the students who are not
familiar to essay writing service with this type of writing, there are a lot of cause and effect essay
examples that can be used as samples for learning a great deal of things about how to write it.
If you have already written our content part of your essay (which would take some time), but you feel
uncomfortable with its organizational structure, then don’t forget that it’s okay.
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